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Study of the Wireless Ad-hoc Networks with

Robust Route Maintenance Scheme
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ABSTRACT

This paper has proposedfor wireless Ad-hoc networks with robust route maintenance schemes.

The device feature Bluetooth and/or IEEE 802.11 network interfaces and communicate in a

decentralized manner. The nodes have the responsibility of self-organizing so that the network is

robust to the variations in network topology due to node mobility as well as the fluctuations of

the signal quality in the wireless environment.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Wireless Ad-hoc network [1-3] is a self-organ

ized, dynamically changing multi-hop network. All

mobile nodes in an ad-hoc network are capable of

communicating with each other without the aid of

any established infrastructure or centralized contr

oller. Ad-hoc network is useful in many

applications because they do not need any

infrastructure support and has capability of self

configuration. Sensor networks, disaster recovery,

rescue and automated battlefields are examples of

application environments. This implies that the

routing protocol should propagate topology changes

and compute updated routes to the destination.

Since wireless ad-hoc networks usually have

limited bandwidth and battery power, their routing

protocols should have low control overhead.

Reactive or on-demand routing protocols have

been developed for this reason. In an on-demand

routing protocol, a node only maintains routes for

in-use destinations and does not pro-actively

advertise routes. Rather, it queries for needed

routes and offers routes in response to queries.[4]

In this paper, we proposed a novel route

maintenance scheme and we present about related

works and background. The nodes have the

responsibility of self-organizing so that the

network is robust to the variations in network

topology due to node mobility as well as the

fluctuations of the signal quality in the wireless

environment.

Ⅱ. Proposed Route Maintenance 

Scheme

Route maintenance in routing protocols plays a

role of maintaining route connectivity and link

breakage detection. The local route repair

algorithm can be used for fast route recovery [5].

But most of existing routing algorithms have

lack of ability route recover before link breakage
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occurred. Our work is focus on routing

maintenance to prevent route-failure which caused

by node mobility and improve efficiency of routing

protocol during forwarding packets. Our approach

is quite different with other mobility support

routing protocols. To achieve this goal, Routing

protocol should have ability of local route change

from moving node to alternative node. The basic

idea of the proposed scheme is based on our

previous work [6]. In the scheme, we use

receiving signal variation function for detecting

node movements as follows.

V = RxP (t1) - RxP (t0) (1)

If function V is negative value, it indicatestwo

adjacent nodes becoming far, else if V is equal to

zero, two nodes doesn’t move or move same

direction with the same speed. When value V is

positive, two adjacent nodes move closer.

If RxP is under RxTh and V(A) is over than 0

(movement detected), then node triggers local rout

e change process to find alternative node among it

s neighbors. Looking for alternative nodes, node br

oadcasts HELP message to its one-hop neighbors.

Where RxTh is receiving power threshold for RE

D ZONE and defined as follows.

RxTh = K × RxP min (2)

Fig. 1. The example of the proposed scheme:Broadcasts 
HELP message to its one-hop neighbor

Pseudo code of the proposed scheme procedures

is shown bellows. To avoid unnecessary

broadcasting HELP, node set the flag of precursor

of route entry to 1. It indicates HELP sent already

for the flow. Precursor list is a set of nodes that

share the same route to reach final destination [7].

The flag of precursor initialized when route is

updated.

Ⅲ. Performance Evaluation

In this section, a performance of the proposed

routing protocol is evaluated using extensive

simulations and comparedits performance with

AODV. NS2 simulator was used for experiments

and the proposed scheme is implemented as part

of AODV in NS2 [8]. The network model used for

simulations consists of 100 mobile nodes in 1.0 km

× 1.0 km area. The initial position of nodes is

randomly chosen. Node pairs are randomly

selected to generate CBR/UDP traffic. Channel

bandwidth is 2 Mbps.

Each node uses IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol and

the used Channel model is Wireless channel/Wir

eless Physical propagation model. In all cases, the

proposed scheme improves the number of received

packets and reduces packet loss. The main reason

of performance improvement is that the proposed

scheme can change route to alternative node

before the next-hop node move out of

transmission range. It could reduce packet loss

and route failure more efficiently in high mobility

environments.

Performance comparison in control overhead and

number of route discovery is shown in figure 2.

In the most cases, AODV with proposed scheme

reduces control message overhead and number of

route discovery compared to AODV. It is obvious

that local route change after route establishments

can reduce probability of re-route discovery and

control overhead efficiently.
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Figure 2 (a) depicts average hops of routes and

number of transmitted new messages shown in

figure 2(b). In the proposed scheme, previous hop

node launches local route repair process when it

failed to receive LRCN messages. Therefore hop

counts of route can be increase in some cases. As

maximum speed of node increase, the more HELP

and LRCN message generated as shown in figure

2 (b). In general, the results are quite positive in

the sense that the proposed scheme outperformed

than AODV in terms of routing overhead and

throughput. Using our technique, the proposed

scheme may reduce re-route discovery as well as

overall end-to-end throughput improvement s over

multi-hop ad-hoc networks.

(a) Comparison of control overhead 

(b)  Number of route discovery

Fig. 2. (a) Comparison of control overhead           
(b)  Number of route discovery

Ⅴ. Conclusion

This paper has studied for wireless Ad-hoc

networks with robust route maintenance schemes.

The device feature Bluetooth and/or IEEE 802.11

network interfaces and communicate in a

decentralized manner. We also worked a new

route maintenance scheme for AODV using

receiving signal variation. The novel route

maintenance scheme and related works and

background were depicted. The nodes have the

responsibility of self-organizing.
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